ABOUT US

We are one of the largest suppliers of fish boxes in the UK
& Ireland, manufacturing millions of boxes every year for
processors, wholesalers and suppliers.
Solidboard packaging is the perfect medium for packing
fish. These packs are generally pre-glued and delivered flat,
greatly reducing storage space compared to polystyrene.
Fish boxes come in standard sizes, from ½ stone to 4 stone
with either standard or leakproof bases. However, we can
supply any size to suit your requirements either from our
factory in South Wales or our warehouse in Grimsby.
The material generally used for packaging in the fish
industry is a water-resistant board with both sides coated
in polyethylene. For certain products, such as Mackerel,
other types of board can be used.
We have developed packs to eliminate the need to use
polystyrene, both for home delivery in ambient transport,
through to larger quantities packed in chilled vehicles.
To supplement our range of fish boxes we also supply gold
& silver boards, used to present a variety of foods including
smoked salmon.

We’re an independent, family-owned business with a flexible
and innovative approach. Starting in 1999 as a wholesaler, we
moved on to being a converter and now, a fully-integrated
manufacturer with FSC certification.
As the only BRC certified manufacturer of Solidboard in the
UK & Ireland, working with us means you’re genuinely buying
British boxes.
By the whole process happening under one roof, our lead times
are significantly lower than we see as standard in the industry,
meaning we often make-to-order, as opposed to laying down
significant amounts of stock and pressuring customers into
taking it. Of course, if you’re a higher volume user, in a more
volatile marketplace, we can make higher
volumes and you can allow us to manage
your stocks.
With an in-house design & graphics
department, as well as a full array of
sample and testing kit, we like to take on
new projects and see how we can help
you.
Our standard board grades are 99%
plastic-free and fully recyclable but we’re
still looking hard at totally eliminating any
plastic, so they’re fully biodegradable and
compostable too.
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Our process

Our versatile laminator takes up to 5 reels of
FSC paper and converts them into solidboard
at rate of 250m2 of board/min.
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Just by changing a few reels, we can go from
the thinnest non-PE lined poultry lids to waterproof & resistant, high-performance export base
material for salmon being shipped worldwide.

DIGITAL
PRINTING

Die-cutter
Cutting and creasing up to 5,000 sheets an
hour, both of our die-cutters can work with
solidboard & corrugated.

for short run options
-

Off-set printing
Capable of printing magazine quality images,
using CMYK+1 special colour and a varnish/
gloss station, we can deal with any job in our
industries.
We can replicate any existing flexo prints, just
with a far sharper finish: upgrade your current
brand or introduce a premium line to drive sales.
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Folder-gluer
This is the final step in the process, taking
printed, cut and scored board then folding &
gluing it into any number of designs including
leakproof, double-wall, crash-lock and onepiece boxes with integrated lids.
These are then bundled and palletised by our
end-of-line robot, ready to be delivered to your
premises.

